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Buy Ethereum



Learn more about Ethereum: How to buy, Exploring Its Impact, Market
Capitalization, and more
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What is Ethereum?



Ethereum is a groundbreaking blockchain platform that enables developers to build smart contracts and decentralized applications (DApps) with endless possibilities. Its native cryptocurrency, Ether (ETH), fuels the network and facilitates secure and transparent transactions. Join the Ethereum community and explore the forefront of blockchain innovation.















Ethereum

(ETH)

price in USD








1%


in 24 hours


















Сhoose crypto



Select one from the list, then choose the fiat currency to pay with and enter the amount.






Enter wallet address



That is the address of the wallet you’d like to receive your crypto. Don’t have one?






Pay and receive



Decide whether you want to pay via SEPA or just using bank card and confirm the payment. Now you own some Ether!




















How to buy








What is Itez?




Fast and secure way to purchase crypto with bank card & SEPA

























































Best rates on the market



Exchange rate is based on the current rate of our liquidity provider partner











Fair pricing approach



No hidden fees, you pay only what you see











Fast transactions



We ensure that you receive your ETH as fast as possible











Secure and legal



3-D Secure transactions. Card authorisation by code. Verified by Visa, Mastercard ID Check












FAQ


See full Eth FAQ





How can I buy Ethereum?



You can buy Ethereum from reputable cryptocurrency services like Itez.com, which offer a convenient platform for buying cryptocurrencies with a credit card or SEPA.






How is Ethereum different from Bitcoin?



Ethereum differs from Bitcoin in its underlying technology and purpose. While Bitcoin is primarily a digital currency, Ethereum is a decentralized platform that enables the creation of smart contracts and decentralized applications (DApps). Ethereum's versatility and programmability set it apart from Bitcoin, making it a popular choice for developers and projects in the blockchain space.






What is Ethereum 2.0 and how is it different from the current version?



Ethereum 2.0, also known as Eth2 or Serenity, is an upgrade to the current Ethereum blockchain that aims to enhance scalability, security, and sustainability. It introduces a new consensus mechanism called Proof of Stake (PoS) and shard chains, allowing for increased transaction throughput and efficiency.
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Coins
13 February, 2024



25% of ETH supply is now in staking

ETH price rises above $2,650 on expectations of Dencun update and spot Ethereum ETFs
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Regulation
11 January, 2024



SEC approves all 11 spot Bitcoin ETFs

With a happy approval day, BTC shows moderate growth, and ETH pumps hard.
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Learn
14 December, 2023



What are nodes in crypto and why are they crucial

Bitcoin now has 16 thousand nodes; Ethereum has 7 thousand.
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Bitcoin Whitepaper
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